
Instructions on how to make a rain catchment system
for your Garden!



Material List

Tools Needed

Wooden Frame:
 4 x 4 - 8 ft
 2 x 4 - 8ft
 Lag Bolts
 Hex Bolt
 Nut
 Metal Washer
 Pack of Deck screws
 Eye Bolt
 Steel Angle

Foundation:
 Concrete deck block
 Strong-Tie 4x
 Concrete sleeve anchor
 Hex Bolts
 Bag of Concrete Mix

Fabric Piece:
 Your Fabric of choice
 Grommet Tool Kit
 1/2” Grommets
 Speedy Stitcher Sewing Awl
 Return Inlet Fitting
 Silicone caulk

*To attach fabric to frame use zip ties or rope!

Wooden Frame:
 Drill 
 Drill bits to match specified sizes
 Screw driver
 Hammer

Foundation:
 Drill bit for concrete

Fabric Piece:
 Hammer
 Speedy Stitcher Sewing Awl
 Caulking gun

Simple - Frame:   Cost  Amount

Deluxe - Frame: 

4 x 4 - 8ft lumber    $7.47    4 

2 x 4 - 8ft lumber    $3.17   5

Hex Bolt ( 3/8” x 6“)    $3.80   16

3/8” Nut     $0.43   16

3/8” Metal washer    $0.25   16

3.5” Deck screws 

Eye Bolt (1/4” x 2”)    $1.18(2)  12  

*All of the above with the exception of 2 x 4 -8ft you need at least  13 +

18-gauge Steel Angle    $0.91   4

Demountable

Simple - Frame:   Cost  Amount

4 x 4 - 8ft lumber    $7.47    4 

2 x 4 - 8ft lumber    $3.17   5

Lag Bolts (3/8”  x 3.5“)    $1.51   16

3.5” Deck Screws

Eye Bolt (1/4” x 2” )      $1.18(2)  12

Fixed

Deluxe - Frame: 

*All of the above with the exception of 2 x 4 -8ft you need at least 13 +

18-gauge Steel Angle    $0.91   4

Estimated Cost and Materials



Concrete Deck block (10” x 10” x 10”) $6.55   4

4x 18-gauge ZMAX Half Base   $4.98   4

Concrete Sleeve Anchor (3/8” x 3”)  $2.46   4

Hex Bolt (3/8” x 4”)    $2.80   4

Aboveground

Foundation    Cost  Amount

*All Prices mentioned come from Home Depot

  Total:
Simple Frame -  $200
Deluxe Frame -  $300
These are rough estimates, they do not include the price of the sail fabric
or the cost of sewing the fabric

Foundation    Cost  Amount

Bag of Concrete (Quikrete) Red Bag  $4.48   1 or 2

Grommet Tool Kit    $9.97   1

1/2” (12 Pack of grommets)   $3.44   1

Return Inlet Fitting (4”) Pool Supply

Silicone Caulk     $3.48   1

Sail Material

Fabric Piece    Cost  Amount

* You might be able to find used sails on Craigelist, or Duck cloth will also
work. A tarp might also work but you would need a heavy duty so it doesn’t
rip. If you are not going to have someone else sew the fabric you can buy a 
Speedy Stitcher Sewing Awl with wax tread.

* You will need a permit from your city to place this structure in the ground



5’

5’

5’ - 2”

5’ - 2”

Add an 1” border all the way around for
sewing up the edges.

To cut out the shape of the rain catcher, 
draw out a 5’ by 5’ square on the piece
of fabric.

1. 2.

Slice off the corners to allow room for the 
wood columns of the frame. Don’t forget 
the 1” extra for sewing.

Trim the corner pieces to allow for easy 
access when folding the piece to sew.

7”

7”3. 4.

Fabric cutting instructions:



There are (12) 1/2” grommets placed into the 
fabric. Each grommet is place an 1” away from
the folded edge as seen to the left. These will 
be used to connect to the I hooks on the frame.
There will be two grommets in each corner and 
one grommet placed into the center of each 
side of the fabric. Follow instructions on the back 
of the grommet tool kit.

You can either send the fabric out to be sewn
by someone else or you can sew the fabric 
yourself. The material used is fairly heavy and 
can be difficult to sew. If you don’t have a 
sewing machine that can handle heavy fabric
than you can use the sewing awl suggested 
in the material list. (Note: this will take a good
couple of hours to complete.

Suggested sewing patterns below:Sew along this line

Fold along this line

1/2” Grommets

1”

1”

5.

*Make Fabric piece first!

If you are making an 

Aboveground Foundation 

Frame!

 Cut 4” Diameter hole in center
after sewing edges. Recommended
to sew around the center to reinforce
the edges.

6.

 Tread Return Inlet fitting in place.

Drill holes in treads of Return Inlet
Fitting to be able to attach rain 
catcher to rain barrel.

Put a bead of silicone caulk around
Return Inlet Fitting. Let Dry 12
hours before placing on frame.

7.

8.

9.



Scale:  3/4“ = 1’

5’

5’

4 x 4 Column

2 x 4

Simple Frame Diagrams



Scale:  3/4“ = 1’

6’

5’

1.5’

1.5’

4 x 4 Column

10” x 10” x10” 
Concrete Block

10” x 10” x10” 
Concrete Block

Concrete Sleeve Anchor

Strong-Tie

2 x 4

Hex Bolts or Lag Bolts
(Shown here is hex bolts the lag 
will not come out the back)

Simple Frame Diagrams



Simple Frame - Check off as you go!

1.

2.

3.

The first step is to cut the main structural pieces:

___ 4 x 4 columns need to be cut at 6’ long

___ 2 x 4 beam (there are 4) need to be cut at 5’ long

The next process is to pre-drill the holes for the bolts
(this goes for the Hex bolts and the Lag Bolts)

___ The 2 x 4 ‘s are offset from each other so the 
bolts don’t run into each other.

___The bottom board is 4”  from the top of the 
column to account for the eye bolt. 

___The bolts are placed at a diagonal as seen below:

     ___ Two Bolts for 
             each end.

JUST PRE - DRILL (DON’T PLACE BOLTS IN PLACE YET)

Once you have pre-drilled the holes for all four corners
you can now work on the foundation:

___ Place the Strong-Tie in Concrete block to mark the 
position to drill the hole for the concrete sleeve anchor
(photo to the right)

___ Using a  3/8” Carbide drill bit you can drill a 
3” hole into the center of the block

___Place concrete sleeve anchor in the hole and 
tighten the nut to expand the anchor into the 
concrete.

The reason you don’t want to place the bolts into
place is because of the nut on the concrete 
sleeve anchor.

___ Now you need to boar out a hole in the bottom
of the 4 x 4 columns to allow for the column to fit 
level on the strong-tie.

4”



*Make Fabric piece first!

*Use with Diagrams

4.

5.

6.

___ After boring a hole into the column, place the 
column back on the footing to mark the place to 
drill for the supporting bolt. (Photo to Right)

___ You can now tighten the columns into place.

Now that you have your four supporting columns
you can now start to place the 2 x 4 in place with 
the bolts.

___ Place all 4 of the 2 x 4 ‘s in place, Tighten all 
the bolts into place(If using Lag bolts might need
an impact driver, you can tighten by hand it is just
a bit difficult.)

After all the bolts are in place you can now add
the cross bracing.

___ Place the 2 x 4 (1’-6”) from the farthest 
edge (see right diagram) to cut the shape of
the cross bracing.

___ Pre-drill the holes for the deck screws
Drill up into the top 2 x 4 and drill into the side 
at least four screws (see diagram)

___ Screw the cross bracing into place.

After the frame is completed you can now attach 
the fabric piece.

___ Layout the fabric piece and where ever you have 
placed a grommet you need to driil a hole for the 
eye bolts in the 2 x 4 (See Photo)

___ Place eye bolts in frame

___ Attach fabric with rope or zip ties, your choice

___ Tie the center (Return Inlet Fitting) that you already
drilled holes into, to the top of your rain barrel

- You have completed the Project! -

1’-6”

1’-6”

Drill upward



Frames with Underground Foundation Make Frame First
Than the Fabric
Piece. (See Note) *

1.

2.

3.

Start off with the Foundation:

___ Layout a 5’ x 5’ square onto the ground and
dig  2 ‘ deep holes at the four corners

___Take your 4 x 4 - 8 ft wood columns and place 
into the center of the holes (have someone hold 
the column in place

___ Pour the concrete footings using the instructions
on the bag. Try to pour at least 8” of concrete into the 
hole. You can make a line in the dirt to mark 8”.

___After you have allowed the concrete to dry fill
the rest of the hole with dirt to complete the foundation

After the columns are in place you can now cut the 
support beams to size.

___ Hold the boards up to the columns to make sure 
the sizes fit. (Just in case your frame is bigger that
5’ by 5”)

Once you have cut your boards follow the instructions
on Simple - Frame Aboveground Foundation.
( Steps 2, 4-5)

 *STOP! * Before going on to Step 6, Make your fabric 
piece. This is just a precaution for the size of the frame
just in case when pouring the concrete footings the 
size changed a bit. Make adjustments as necessary
to the fabric pattern. *

Now continue onto Step 6!



Scale:  3/4“ = 1’

4 x 4 Column

2 x 4

7’

7’

6’-9”

Deluxe Frame Diagrams
This option gives the user
more anchor  points to add
vertical gardens to the frame.



Scale:  3/4“ = 1’

4 x 4 Column

10” x 10” x 10” 
Concrete Block

2 x 4

Deluxe Frame Diagrams



Deluxe - Frame

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

Follow all the instructions on the Simple - Frame
Until you are at Step 6,  Don’t attach the fabric piece
just yet. After you place the eye bolts into the
frame take your other 2x 4 ‘s:

___ Cut 4 pieces at 6’-9”

___Cut 4 pieces at 7’

Now that you have your lumber cut Pre-Drill the holes
for your deck screws

___ Pre-drill the holes for the screws (See Diagram 
for placement of lumber

___ Place two Screws in each end (Below)

You can now place the first place on the existing frame,
Have some help when doing this step.

___When Placing the new portion on the frame
lay the new part across the existing as shown to the
right. This should lay the boards over the 4 x 4 columns
4 Anchor points.

___Using the steel angle you can attach the new frame
to the columns. (Remember to Pre-Drill when attaching
the steel angles!)

After the angles are attached you can now lift the second
frame that you made in steps 7 - 8

____When placing the last frame, orientate the frame the 
same way as the existing frame as shown to the right.
There should be 8 anchor points

____At the 8 anchor points pre-drill the holes for your deck
screws at an angle.

___ Screw in the frame

Attach the fabric piece to the eye bolts and than attach the 
center (Return Inlet Fitting) to the rain barrel. (Reference 
Simple - Frame instructions Step 6)

Make 2 Frames

Drill

6’-9”

6’-9”

7’ 7’

Existing Frame
 First New Frame 

Existing Frame
First New Frame
Second New Frame 


